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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to provide basic information to Korean fashion designers

who wish to advance to the overseas collection. This is done through analyzing the design

characteristics of Japanese young fashion designers, Tsumori Chisato, Commuun, and Limi

Feu, who have successfully launched their designs into the Paris collection and became

global fashion brands.

Collections of each brand were analyzed by the overall fashion style and design

elements. For the overall fashion style, Tsumori Chisato used a romantic style using details

with various ornaments, whereas Commuun shows minimal style with a simple silhouette.

Limi Feu expressed avant-garde style with experimental patterns. Moreover, these brands

expressed different style to other brands by applying Japanese traditional clothes, patterns,

and Japanese techniques in modern view point. In terms of design elements, these three

brands used the H-line silhouette. Tsumori Chisato used loose fit; Commuun, slim line;

and Limi Feu, boxy silhouette. In the case of colors, materials, patterns and details,

Tsumori Chisato showed mix & match with various colors, materials, patterns and details.

Commuun used mono tone with black & white using only one or two materials. Limi Feu

usually used the color black with cotton. According to the style of the brand and region of

the collection, the main characteristics of the design and the application of Japanese

traditional elements can be different.
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. IntroductionⅠ

Four major world fashion collections are held

in Paris, Milano, London and New York

periodically with reporters and buyers from all

over the world, suggesting fashion trend in

advance and providing business places for

buyers and designers. Also fashion collections

does not only remain to promote fashion

industry but also provide the way of showing

culture and art of each country. The fashion

collections play a important role for fashion

industry to become a higher value-added

business (Joo, 2009). In other words, fashion

collections can create enormous cultural and

industrial value through promoting designers'

creativity and spreading traditional culture and

fashion sense (Joo, 2009). Therefore, fashion

collections can be a chance for fashion

designers to have opportunity to achieve

recognition of their talent and jump up to global

brand establishing a solid foothold. So, fashion

designers, who aim global brand with limitation

in their domestic fashion market, attempt to

advance into the global market through fashion

collections (K. Jung, 2012).

Starting from Japanese designers Takada

Kenzo, Issey Miyake and Yohji Yamamoto inroad

into the Paris collections in 1980s. Afterwards,

Asian designers from China, Thailand and India

have participated in the New York and the

London collections showing their unique design

sense and talent. So now collections are not

only centered around European designers but

Asian designers as well (K. Jung & Bae, 2011).

Japanese fashion designers who launched into

the global fashion market and staged on the

Paris collection still work actively and have

strong influence in fashion industry. Especially

first-generation Japanese fashion designers to

advance brands in Paris, Takada Kenzo, Issey

Miyake and Yohji Yamamoto and worked hard on

training younger designers, entrusting their brand

or helping them to stand by themselves

(Jungmee Cho, 2009). Through these efforts,

many of the Japanese young fashion designers

have staged on the Paris collection persistently.

As Korea had rapid growth and effort for

globalization in fashion, in 1990s Korean

designers Lee Sinwoo, Lee Younghee, Jin Teok,

Hong Mihwa have advanced into the Paris

collection. However, only Moon Younghee, Lie

Sangbong, Woo Youngmi (men’s wear) have

persistently worked in the Paris collection. Even

though the Korean government selects top

designers through '2020 Globalization for Korean

Fashion' (S. Cho, 2010), 'Concept Korea' (Lee,

2013) to help them advance into overseas

collections, most of these effort remain to be

short term activities compared to other Asian

designers. It shows that compared to most of

Japanese young fashion designers who have

maintained their brand from debut collection to

the present Paris collection, Korean new fashion

designers have difficulty in settling down Paris

fashion industry. Therefore, Korean fashion

designers should find a way to globalize Korean

fashion brand showing Korean chic in overseas

collections.

From literature review of Japanese fashion

designers and brands, the research of the first

Japanese designers to advance into Paris

collection 'Issey Miyake', 'Yohji Yamamoto',

'Hanae Mori' and 'Dakada Kenzo' were mostly

about formativeness and aesthetic characteristic

of design (J. Choi, 2009; Y. Choi, 2007; Y.

Jung, 1993; M. Kim & Bae, 2003). No studies

have been tried to examine Japanese new

designers.

Therefore, this study make it an aim to
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discover the acceptable trend to the Paris

collection and success factors to become a

global brand. This study analyzes renowned

Japanese young fashion designers Tsumori

Chisato, Commuun and Limi Feu in the Paris

collection who have worked for more than 5

years from their debut in 2000s. This study also

suggests basic informations to Korean young

designers to launch their brands successfully

into overseas market and globalization of Korean

fashion brand.

The method of the study will be followed.

Firstly, trend of the Paris collection and the

current state of Japanese designers staging on

the Paris collection were investigated through

paper study. The design background and their

fashion philosophy were reviewed on the part of

Tsumori Chisato, Commuun and Limi Feu.

Secondly, for practical stage, the three brands'

collections for 5 years (2008 S/S 2012 F/W) by∼

Limi Feu's debut collection will be reviewed by

analyzing style, silhouette, colors, materials,

patterns and details and by discovering design

characteristics of each brand. The research

materials are from fashion books, antecedent

workups, newspapers, magazines, official home

page of each brand, and fashion related internet

sites, such as www.style.com, www.vogue.co.uk,

and www.samsungdesign.net.

. Literature ReviewⅡ

1. Trend of Paris Collection

France is a stronghold of fashion industry and

more than one million people have fashion

related jobs (Jang, 2006). Paris has an

enormous scale as a fashion city. The reputation

as a fashion city is a result of passion and

effort toward fashion. Therefore, the phrase

'Made in France' have a strong power in the

world fashion market.

Prét-à-porter and haute couture made Paris a

leading position in fashion industry. Especially

prét-à-porter collection opens every February to

March (F/W collection) and September to

October (S/S collection). It takes an important

role of development of worldwide fashion

industry through various fashion designs (Soomin

Kim, 2008).

The history of Paris collection started with

quickening period (1860 1908) and systematized∼

fashion shows by opening small scale of salon

shows and establishing Chambre Syndicale de la

Couture Parisienne. After that, in developing

period (1908 1960) Paris collection took the∼

lead in fashion industry and continued to setting

period (1960 ) with the decline of custom∼

clothes and the development of ready-made

clothes and prét-à-porter (Soomin Kim, 2008).

The present Paris collection shows the newest

women’s wear and became the most prestigious

and traditional collection as prét-à-porter

collection become bigger (Park, 2006).

Paris collection selects designers based on

their creativity, know-how, and contribution by

Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne.

About one hundred collections held in downtown

in Paris and the Louvre Museum (Joo, 2009).

Also, as the Paris collection highly regards

designer's creativity, any reproduction of design

in Milano and New York is prohibited from 1913

("Paris mode," 1997).

In the Paris collection, only worldwide

journalists, buyers, designer's VIPs are invited.

Although the scale of the collection is small, it

is good enough to promote designer's brand

(Joo, 2009). The designer's unique concept is

the most important thing than the scale of the
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collection. Therefore, through these collections,

competent designers from all over the world

have a chance to come closer to the overseas

markets.

Due to splendid sense, traditional

craftsmanship, artistic expression and creativity,

exotic style, splendor, couture sense and

sensitive design of Paris collection, not only

fashion houses such as Louis Vitton, Chanel,

and Christian Dior but also new designers from

Japan, India and Turkey participate in the Paris

collection.

2. Current Status of Japanese Designers

in the Paris Collection

European fashion brands had taken most part

in the Paris collection, but nowadays Asian

designers from Japan, Singapore, and Vietnam

are taking its parts more and more. Above all,

Japanese designers have first inroad into

overseas market and worked actively. One of the

first Japanese designers who attempted to

advance into the Paris collection are Hanae Mori

and Dakada Kenzo. Through these designers,

Japanese designers stood out in the world. In

1980s, as the new wave of the third world in

society, culture, and art had rapid growth,

fashion industry had exotic factors (Yun, 2003).

Due to this exotic fashion mode and sponsor of

Japan, they made successful debut for Japanese

designers in the Paris collection in 1980s.

Japanese designers who have worked between

late 1980s to 1990s are Kenzo Dakada, Hanae

Mori, Issey Miyake, Yohji Yamamoto, Rei

Kawakubo (Jungmee Cho, 2009). They

introduced structure, silhouette, prints, materials

based on Japanese style (K. Cho, 2007). Also

they redefined concept of universal beauty and

fashion with innovative design (Kawamura,

2004). After retirement of Kenzo and Issey

Miyake, they recruited designers and spread their

brand. On the base of first-generation Japanese

designers to advance into Paris and following

Rei Kawakubo, second-generation Japanese

designers to advance into Paris, Junya

Watanabe, Jun Takahashi, Chitose Abe, Kaito

Hori & Iku Furudate, and Yohji Yamamoto's

daughter Limi Yamamoto have actively worked in

the Paris collection.

3. Background of Japanese Young

Designer Brands

This section will deal with the backgrounds of

Tsumori Chisato, Commuun and Limi Feu.

Designer Tsumori Chisato was born in Saitama

and graduated Bunka Hashion College in Japan.

In 1977, she worked as a chief designer in

Issey Sports and entered Issey Miyake Design

Company. After that, she changed the brand

name to I.S. Chisato Tsumori Design ("Tsumori

Chisato", n.d.). Based on the carrier of assistant

designer in Issey Miyake, she established

Chisato Tsumori Design Studio and launched his

own brand and at the same time she debuted in

Tokyo collection.

Her first store with French architect Christian

Biecher opened in Paris in 1999. From 2004 S/S

Paris collection, she showed lines of her first

women's wear to the world ("Tsumori Chisato",

n.d.).

She showed not only girlish and lovely colors

and comfortable lines but also underwears and

fashion accessaries (bags, wallets, belts, hats,

and scarfs). Also she carried out collaborations

with various brands such as Holiday collection

with beauty brand 'Shuuemura' in 2009 and

Christmas collection with French kids wear brand

'Petit Bateau' in 2010.
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Now Tsumori Chisato have 44 stores in Japan

including flagship stores in Tokyo, Osaka, and

Kobe. Also Asian stores in Hong Kong, Taiwan,

etc, multi shop in U.S.A., Europe, and the

Middle East and online store in official

homepage. In 2012, Luxe Store 'TSUMORI

CHISATO GOLD' was opened in Ginza by

Tsumori Chisato brand, supplying advanced

services to mania and VIP and selling special

items exclusively.

Commuun was launched by designer Kaito

Hori and Iku Hurudate who desire minimalism.

Iku Hurudate who is good at draping was born

in Japan and graduated Bunka Hashion College

("Commuun Official", n.d.). After graduation, she

graduated Central Saint Martins College and

worked under designer Sharon Wauchob

("Commuun", 2008). Her partner Kaito Hori who

is good at tailoring was born in Nagoya in 1977

and graduated Fashion Institute of Technology in

1999, Arnhem Academy of Arts in Holland in

2003. His graduation work was so remarkable

that it was selected by ITS#THREE (International

Talent Support) in Arnhem Academy of Arts

("Commuun", 2008). He worked as a style

assistant, a textile designer, a buyer, a designer

from 1996 and he worked in Balenciaga in Paris

from 2003 to 2004.

Different from other Japanese designers who

have started from Tokyo and inroad into

overseas collection, Kaito Hori and Iku Hurudate

made it to the Paris collection right away. After

their debut in 2006 S/S Paris collection, they

have shown consistent activity and in 2007 they

were nominated to LVMH, ANDAM Fashion

Award (Kawamura, 2004). Their creativity and

artistry were recognized and now they are

working on natural materials such as organic

cotton and linen and silhouette, showing new

collections every season.

The designer of brand Limi Feu, Limi

Yamamoto was born in Fukuoka in 1974 and

entered Bunka Hashion College in 1994 (Jones,

2009). She was impressed by her father, Yohji

Yamamoto's 1996 F/W collection. After her

graduation in 1996, she worked as a pattern

maker in Yohji Yamamoto's diffusion line 'Y's’.

After that, she was appointed as a designer in

‘Y's bis Limi’ in 1999 and debuted in 2000 F/W

Tokyo collection (Jones, 2009). Thanks to the

success of the Tokyo collection, she changed

brand name to 'Limi Feu' in 2002, adding 'Feu'

which means fire in French instead of Yohji

Yamamoto's brand name ‘Y's’ ("Limi Feu",

2011). Through the change of brand name, she

wanted to show her passion for fashion. After

she launched her brand 'Limi Feu', she debuted

in 2008 S/S Paris collection ("Limi Feu", 2011).

At the beginning of inroad into the Paris

collection, she showed similar fashion style to

Yohji Yamamoto. In 2008, she received prize of

'Prestigious Designer' in '51st Fashion Editors

Club' (Jones, 2009). In 2010, to commemorate

10th anniversary of Limi Feu, she showed

'10years of Trace Limi Feu Collection' in Tokyo

with seven new designs which were homage to

Christian Dior ("Limi feu 10 ", 2010). Now年 節目の

she manages flagship stores in Tokyo, Paris,

and London. They developed 'Limi Feu App' to

offer various information to customers and

opened online store 'TRACE'.

. MethodⅢ

This study uses photographs and review

articles at www.style.com for analysis of actual

proof about characteristics of designer's works.

The review articles are from 2008 S/S collection

to 2012 F/W collection which describe
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designer's identity noticeably. The total number

of photographs is 1152, 463 for Tsumori

Chisato, 279 for Commuun, and 410 for Limi

Feu. Based on previous studies (Jeansuk Cho &

Jung, 2007; Han, 2011; Saebom Kim, 2011), the

photos are divided into overall fashion style and

design elements. Therefore, overall fashion style

are analyzed by images or significant

characteristics of each brand at collection

reviews. In case of design elements, they are

analyzed by silhouette, colors, materials (as it is

conducted with photos, it is based on data of

material analysis at collection reviews), patterns

and details at collection reviews.

. Results & DiscussionⅣ

1. Fashion Style of Each Brand

Generally Paris collection has elegance,

splendid sense, traditional craftsmanship, artistic

experiment, and high quality. Therefore,

designers in Paris collection show clothes mixed

with designer's own creativity and traditional

experiment and artistry of Paris collection.

According to recent trends in Paris collections,

in 2008, the collection showed mannish mood

and ethnic styles (S/S) and clothes mixed with

luxury handicraft couture sense and structural

tailoring (F/W). In 2009, it showed mix & match

with Asia and African patterns and chic with

Parisian silhouette of 1980s (S/S) and Parisian‘s

temperate sense (F/W). In 2010, it introduced

wearable styles with modern casual (S/S) and

chic with creativity and exquisite details (F/W).

In 2011, it showed punk, feminine, and

masculine (S/S) and exotic inspirations and

future-oriented fusion styles (F/W). In 2012, it

introduced modern designs using 1950 1960s∼

looks (S/S) and experimental volume silhouette

and avant-garde beauty of construction (F/W)

("Paris collection", 2012). Overall trends of Paris

collections are the chic of temperate sense of

Paris with the main characteristic of Paris

collection and seasonal trends of silhouette,

colors, patterns and higher quality details.

Therefore, for better understanding of the

whole style and mood of each brand collection

review articles from 2008 S/S to 2012 F/W,

Tsumori Chisato, Commuun, and Limi Feu brand

are different to Japanese avant-garde style of

first-generation Japanese designers to advance

into Paris (Table 1). Tsumori Chisato shows

details of handicraft senses with beading,

appliqué, frill, ribbon and ornamentalism with

exotic patterns. Commuun shows feminine and

simple tailoring and Limi Feu introduces designs

adding designers' own senses with seasonal

trends such as mannish mood, experimental

volume of oversized silhouette.

Especially Tsumori Chisato presents fairy-tale

concept every season. According to the animal

and background with fairy-tale concept, details

like appliqué, beading, frill, materials with

illustrated print and various colors are

mix&match. In 2008 S/S collection, she

expressed underwater world with tropical fish,

bushes, starfishes motif. In 2009 F/W collection,

she presented space with stars and a moon

motif. In 2010 S/S collection, she expressed

nature such as bird, sea, rainbow and plants

with appliqué and beading with the motif of

bluebird. Also in 2012 S/S collection, she

presented mermaid, palm trees, crocodiles and

waves with the tropical theme using fringe,

appliqué and illustrated print. Using various

ornament is becoming identity of Tsumori

Chisato brand.

Design characteristic of Commuun is regarded
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as feminine minimalism. As the duo Kaito Hori

and Iku Hurudate were formed in London, their

design expresses modern sense of London as it

is, featuring minimal silhouette. Especially in

Commuun collection, they present minimal

design of slim dresses and suits with using

achromatic colors or mono tones. They usually

show feminine style but emphasize practical

simplicity with a little details.

From the Paris collection, Limi Feu showed

similar aesthetics to Yohji Yamamoto with a dark

single color, an avant-garde silhouette,

asymmetric patterns, layering and so on.

However, she expressed difference with the

change of oversized proportion and feminine

design. As Limi Feu pursues modern and

avant-garde but wearable styles, she showed

feminine and romantic dress with black & white

colors in 2012 S/S and F/W collection.

Also, the designers of each brand

reinterpreted details of Japanese traditional

clothes from modern view point and showed

new style of costume beauty. Tsumori Chisato

applied kimono silhouette to oversized silhouette

and used Japanese patterns such as Japanese

achromatic color, Japanese cartoons, Japanese

ink-and-wash painting and expresses them with

illustration from modern view point. Also she

expresses her creativity with combining not only

Japanese silhouette and colors but also other

Asian clothes such as Chipaos, harem pants in

India with major ornaments in Tsumori Chisato

brand. In case of Commuun and Limi Feu, they

use elements of Japanese traditional clothes

indirectly. Commuun uses origami details,

layered style which reinterprets of Japanese

layered style, and Japanese patterns. In

collection of Limi Feu, formlessness of Japanese

art is expressed with unique layered style and

experimental asymmetric patterns.

These three Japanese brands show different

characteristics to first-generation Japanese

designers to advance into Paris who showed

avant-garde style with black, innovation of texture,

ergonomic design, special sense of 'Japanese

beauty' (E. Kim, 2012). Therefore, three Japanese

brands collections state not only their own unique

beauties but also the Paris collection's design

characteristics and trends of free and creative

senses, traditional experiment and artistry.

2. Design Elements of Each Brand

Collection

1) Silhouette

In collections of three Japanese brands, the

most frequent silhouette is H-line silhouette.

Especially in Commuun, it was the most frequent

one of the three collections, because they often

present simple but feminine mini dresses.

Tsumori Chisato who designs with the motif of

her own childhood shows girlish styles with

comfortable silhouette and ornament details. The

Figure 1 displays comfortable silhouette with

appliqué, embroidery, beading and bright and

light colors. The Figure 2 shows X-line silhouette

one-piece enhanced by gathering. Like this, her

design philosophy is represented with volume of

girlish clothes. Also she gives exotic atmosphere

with traditional Asian clothes such as Kimono,

harem pants in India and Chipaos.

The duo Kaito Hori and Iku Hurudate in

Commuun show clean silhouette with simple but

perfect lines. The design of Commuun has

feminine and elegant sense with the harmony of

perfect draping and tailoring, such as simple

H-line silhouette like the Figure 3. Their items

are usually one-pieces, blouses and skirts, coats
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Season

Brand
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Tsumori

Chisato

S/S

F/W

Style girlish, romantic, decorative, cartoony, ethnic, animation, Japanese style

Commuun

S/S

F/W

Style minimalism, feminine, simple, modern, clean, elegance

Limi Feu

S/S

F/W

Style avant-garde, oversize, voluminous, asymmetric, mannish, feminine

Table 1. Overall Fashion Style of the Three Brand Collections
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and pants. However, recently with the gathering

in simple mini dress, Commuun shows silhouette

with volume and its own special design like the

Figure 4.

In Limi Feu collection, the Figure 5 shows its

signature look with white shirt and black pant,

mostly boxy H-line silhouette with achromatic

colors. The Figure 6 shows A-line oversized

silhouette which is effected by Japanese layered

style. It adds chicness by using temperate

colors with unusual silhouette such as oversized

one-pieces, blouses with asymmetric pattern,

layering with other materials.

As a result, according to designer's philosophy

and trendy sense, even though it has the same

silhouette, overall style and fit can be different.

Figure 1. Tsumori

Chisato, 2010 F/W

- www.style.com

Figure 2. Tsumori

Chisato, 2010 S/S

- www.samsungdesign.net

Figure 3. Commuun

2011 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 4. Commuun

2011 F/W

- www.style.com

Figure 5. Limi Feu

2008 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 6. Limi Feu

2011 S/S

- www.style.com
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2) Colors

Colors in collection of Tsumori Chisato were

multi colors regardless of seasons. Commuun

used white in S/S season and black and gray in

F/W season. Compare to Tsumori Chisato, Limi

Feu used black color regardless of seasons.

Tsumori Chisato showed colorfully mixed

clothes using illustrations and prints such as

flowers and forests, stars and moon, owls, and

parrots. The Figure 7 presents colorful ocean

with multi colors. It is hard to find single

colored clothes in collection of Tsumori Chisato.

The Figure 8 displays yellow and blue tree

patterns added in black main cardigan.

According to seasons, the difference was only

the color tone. Like this, in Tsumori Chisato

collection, vivid yellow, pink and blue and pastel

colors with light tone, achromatic colors like

white and black were mixed, showing various

color range.

Commuun showed white & black in simple

design, using yellow, purple, blue and green as

point colors in S/S collection and gray, blue, red

and yellow in F/W collection. Usually Commuun

presents single color without any pattern or

ornament like the Figure 9. However, recently

Commuun used achromatic colors as main color

and chromatic colors as point color,

emphasizing simple silhouette with graphic color

block like the Figure 10.

In Limi Feu collection, black color is the most

frequent color regardless of seasons as seen in

the Figure 11. Black color was used for

temperate oversized silhouette or avant-grade

styles. Especially, in 2009 S/S, 2010 F/W, 2011

S/S, 2011 F/W, 2012 S/S, 2012 F/W collections,

achromatic colors like black, gray, white were

mostly used and they were similar to black and

white (E. Lee, Bae, & Lee, 2004). used in

Japanese avant-grade brand Yohji Yamamoto

and Rei Kawakubo. Point colors were used Red,

Blue, Gold, Navy, etc, but It was little used

(Figure 12).

Even though all of three Japanese designers

used black, their style and image of design are

different. Tsumori Chisato used black for base

color in multi colors and Commuun used it for

emphasize minimal design. In case of Limi Feu,

black was used for temperate avant-grade silhouette.

Figure 7. Tsumori

Chisato, 2010 S/S

- www.samsungdesign.net

Figure 8. Tsumori

Chisato, 2012 F/W

- www.style.com

Figure 9. Commuun

2008 F/W

- www.flip-zone.net
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3) Materials

Materials of three Japanese brands are

different to seasons, silk for S/S season and

wool for F/W season. Tsumori Chisato used

various materials as she used splendid and

various colors. She used not only silk that was

used in every season like the Figure 13 but

chiffon, jersey, linen, lace in S/S collection and

wool, cashmere, alpaca, velvet, fur, leather,

satin in F/W collection. Those materials were

mixed and emphasized cute and girlish image.

Especially she used mix&match like the Figure

14 with wool and leather, velvet and silk, chiffon

and satin and made them like one item rather

than using one material.

Commuun made changes with colors and

materials in simple design without details. They

used cotton, silk chiffon, and satin in S/S

collection (Figure 15) and wool, cotton, velvet,

fur in F/W collection for feminine and minimal

design. Also the Figure 16 shows materials mix

& match and the use of organza, taffeta, felt

and chiffon for natural draping and details with

volume and emphasizes feminine and elegance.

Different from Tsumori Chisato and Commuun,

Limi Feu used basically cotton and silk in S/S

collection and wool in F/W collection. Above all,

cotton was used the most frequently like the

Figure 17. Also with mix&match of leather,

Jersey, tulle, chiffon were used for asymmetric

and experimental patterns. She expressed

avant-garde with asymmetric materials, using

only cotton or making one item with red

cardigan made of wool and black jacket made

of cotton. Also, the Figure 18 presents making

one top with chiffon and silk.

Like this, Tsumori Chisato used mix & match

with various materials in most of designs.

Commuun and Limi Feu usually used only one

material and developed the collections, but they

used various materials in details according to

design concept.

Figure 10. Commuun

2011 F/W

- www.style.com

Figure 11. Limi Feu

2010 F/W

- www.style.com

Figure 12. Limi Feu

2009 F/W

- www.style.com
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4) Patterns

In case of Tsumori Chisato, she used various

patterns in every collections such as flowers,

trees, Japanese ink-and-wash paintings and

cartoons, traditional patterns, geometric patterns,

illustration patterns. The Figure 19 expresses

Asian sense with Japanese patterns. The Figure

20 emphasizes romantic design with illustration

of main character of fairy tale, space, lots of

animals. In case of Commuun, only oriental

flower patterns were used with a low frequency.

Also geometric patterns like African tribal

patterns were used in the Figure 21. The Figure

22 shows that recently she adds changes using

geometric patterns with graphic patterns.

Similar to Commuun, Limi Feu does not use

patterns. Only geometric patterns like dots and

stripes can be seen. The Figure 23 shows stripe

patterns in simple shirt and the Figure 24

presents oversized dress with dots.

Figure 13. Tsumori

Chisato, 2009 S/S

- www.samsungdesign.net

Figure 14. Tsumori

Chisato, 2010 F/W

- www.style.com

Figure 15. Commuun

2009 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 16. Commuun

2011 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 17. Limi Feu

2012 F/W

- www.style.com

Figure 18. Limi Feu

2012 S/S

- www.style.com
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As a result, only Tsumori Chisato used various

patterns and Commuun and Limi Feu did not

use patterns much. This is regardless with the

trend; it is because of three different Japanese

designers' style. Tsumori Chisato has

ornamentalism. On the other hand, Commuun

pursue minimalism so that the use of patterns

was different to Tsumori Chisato. In case of Limi

Feu, it is affected by temperate Japanese

avant-garde style so patterns were not used

frequently.

5) Details

As a result of analyzing details in three

Japanese designers, Tsumori Chisato used

appliqué with animal items such as cats, owls,

and parrots. Also she matched ruffles, ribbons,

and feathers with colorful dresses, emphasizing

bright girlish style (Figure 25). Also she

emphasized optical illusion by using oriental

embroidery and knotting ornaments, trompe l’oeil

like the Figure 26 and beading, embroidery, and

Figure 19. Tsumori

Chisato, 2011 F/W

- www.style.com

Figure 20. Tsumori

Chisato, 2012 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 21. Commuun

2010 F/W

- www.samsungdesign.net

Figure 22. Commuun

2012 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 23. Limi Feu

2010 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 24. Limi Feu

2010 S/S

- www.style.com
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appliqué. Like this she completed one theme

with the harmony of prints, colors, and details.

In collection of Commuun, most of changes

were made in hem line by draping like the

Figure 27. However, the Figure 28 presents

changes in simple dress with origami technique.

Also it shows volume by layering different colors

and similar textures of gathering in the waist

line.

In collection of Limi Feu, the details were

made with natural gathering by irregular draping

and layering (Figure 29). It shows different styles

with Tsumori Chisato and Commuun by using

asymmetry ruffle, pin tuck, collar, lapel, pocket

of men's wear (Figure 30). For Limi Feu, details

are natural things that happen when broken

patterns combine. She is regarded as talented

designer who can complete a collection without

using complex details.

Like this, Tsumori Chisato adds details in most

of her designs and Commuun is using feminine

details gradually. Limi Feu doesn't use details

except natural details that appear due to design

structure.

Table 2 shows the design characteristics of

Tsumori Chisato, Commuun and Limi Feu.

Figure 25. Tsumori
Chisato, 2011 F/W
- www.style.com

Figure 26. Tsumori
Chisato, 2011 S/S
- www.style.com

Figure 27. Commuun
2010 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 28. Commuun
2008 S/S

- www.flip-zone.net

Figure 29. Limi Feu
2009 S/S

- www.style.com

Figure 30. Limi Feu
2011 F/W

- www.style.com
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Tsumori Chisato Commuun Limi Feu

Fashion Style
Girlish & Romantic

Decorative details

Modern Minimalism,

Simple & Feminine

Avant-garde with the use

of experimental patterns

Silhouette
Loose H-line

X-line silhouette

Slim H-line

H-line silhouette with

added detail

Boxy H-Line

Oversized A-Line

silhouette

Colors
S/S

Multi Color
White, Black Black, White

F/W Black, Gray Black

Materials

S/S Silk, Chiffon, Jersey Silk, Chiffon, Satin Cotton, Jersey, Silk

F/W Wool, Silk, Velvet Wool, Velvet Cotton, Wool

Patterns

Various patterns

- Traditional, Geometric,

Illustration

Not many patterns

- Flower, Geometric

Not many patterns

- Dots, Stripes

Details

Appliqué, Ruffles,

Ribbons, Feathers

Beading & Embroidery

Origami, Gathering Draping & Layering

Table 2. Design Characteristics of the Three Brand Collections

. ConclusionⅤ

The Paris collection is the driving force of

fashion industry and it is leading the world

trend. While a number of designers in the world

are having intense competition, first-generation

Japanese designers to advance into Paris show

superior abilities and senses to become global

brands.

Therefore, this study make it an aim to

provide a basic information to the Korean

fashion designers going to advance into the

overseas collection, by analyzing the design

characteristics of Tsumori Chisato, Commuun,

and Limi Feu who successfully advanced into

the Paris collection and became global brands.

The background of each brand was investigated

and overall fashion style and design elements

were dealt with review articles of each

collection.

As a result, Tsumori Chisato shows girlish

design with fairy-tale concept and handicraft

sense of details. Commuun presents minimalism

with feminine and simple tailoring. Limi Feu

shows difference to other brands using

temperate black color and experimental volume

of avant-garde silhouette. Also the common

design of three brands was adding Japanese

unique aesthetics to their design. Tsumori

Chisato usually applied Japanese traditional

silhouette and patterns. Commuun reinterpret
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Japanese techniques from modern view point.

Limi Feu applied Japanese traditional elements

directly and indirectly by using colorless and

formlessness. This reflects experimental, artistic,

and exotic styles of the Paris collection. Due to

these styles, the three Japanese brands are

doing the collections persistently and growing to

be global brands.

In terms of silhouette in design elements,

Tsumori Chisato presents feminine and loose

H-line and romantic X-line dresses and

Commuun shows feminine slim H-line. Limi Feu

presents boxy H-line and oversized A-line. The

silhouettes are different according to their

design concepts. In case of colors, Tsumori

Chisato mixed various colors and Commuun

used black & white and Limi Feu used black the

most. In terms of materials, Tsumori Chisato and

Commuun used silk mostly and Limi Feu used

cotton. Tsumori Chisato used various materials

mix&match with silk, velvet, satin, leather as she

used various colors. In terms of patterns,

Tsumori Chisato used various patterns such as

animals and plants, illustration, Japanese

patterns. Compared to Tsumori Chisato, Limi Feu

and Commuun showed single colored clothes

not various patterns. In case of details, Tsumori

Chisato shows feminine and unique styles. On

the other hand, Commuun and Limi Feu didn't

use details mostly. Like this, design elements

can be different according to the designer's

concepts and the theme of collections.

They have the difference in their background

and marketing strategy and representative style

of their brand. However, they have all launched

in the Paris collection features and oriental

sense is in their fashion as they are all from

Japan. Also before they launch their own

brands, they all worked under other brand

designers, improving their abilities. These brands

were first started with creative, artistic and

experimental Paris collection and now they are

widely loved global brands with designers'

philosophy. Also they express different

attractions by using Japanese traditional

elements directly and indirectly.

Therefore, for the Korean fashion designers

going to advance into the overseas collection

need the strategy adjusted to the targeted

region. Korean clothes and traditional culture

should be applied directly and indirectly and

reinterpret from modern view point to become a

preferable global design. Also projects of

governmental aid shouldn't be short-term

project, but taken a long-term view and

connected to training talented designers. Finally,

the marketing strategy should be strengthened

through online store, sns services, collaboration,

etc. reflecting the latest trends and brand

image.

This study has some limitations in that it is

confined to the Paris collection so it is hard to

apply to overseas general collections. Besides

these three Japanese fashion designers’ brands

have not been yet ten years from their debut.

However, this kind of research about young

global fashion brands or designers on every ten

years could be used to be a direct source to

indicate the fashion style which is preferred to

the Paris collection. And it could be a necessary

data for developing designs of Korean young

fashion designers who eager to advance into the

Paris collection.
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